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Behind all our clothes and products lies a very clear concept.  
That they should make your working day safer, more comfortable and more  

functional, and we believe that high quality, good design and smart  
functions always go hand in hand. In this workbook we’ve collected all our  

new items for this year. Here are a few of  our favourites.

This is L. Brador.
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PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• A strong half-Panama weave in cotton/   
polyester to give the best durability.

• Stretch fabric at the front, across the knees, the back 
of  the knees and over the entirety of  the calf  for good 
mobility, comfort and airflow.

• Using stretch material and a narrower fit gives a more 
body-hugging trouser with knee-pads that stay put.

• Pre-shaped knees for a better fit 
and flexibility.

• Reinforced knee-pad pockets in stretch Kevlar provide 
both good movability and durability.

• A somewhat narrower lower leg hem to help keep the 
trousers in position.

• Extendible by 5 cm.
• A refined fit, shape and waist combine to make a 

trouser that sits where it should even during extended 
periods of  work whilst kneeling.

• Reinforced hanging pockets with  
increased volume.

• Ventilation on the inside thigh which is  
controlled with the aid of  a zip, internally lined with 
mesh fabric to keep the user cool.

MATERIAL AND WEIGHT:

65% polyester, 35% cotton. 325 g/m². 

SIZE

44-60, D88-D120

NEW  
COLOUR

NEW  
COLOUR

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Stretch material over the seat, front and  
crotch, as well as the front and rear sections of  the 
knee for extremely good movability, comfort and 
ventilation.

• The use of  stretch material and a narrower  
fit gives a more body-hugging trouser with knee-pads 
that stay put.

• Reinforced knee-pad pockets in stretch Kevlar pro-
vide both good movability and durability.

• Pre-shaped knees for a better fit 
and flexibility.

• Reinforced hanging pockets with increased volume.
• Ventilation on the inside thigh which is  controlled 

with the aid of  a zip, internally  
lined with mesh fabric to keep the user cool.

• On the left leg pocket there is a correctly angled phone 
pocket with a magnetic lock to keep  
the phone protected and in place.

• A strong half-Panama weave in polyester/ 
cotton to give the best durability.

• Extendible by 5 cm.

MATERIAL AND WEIGHT:

65% polyester, 35% cotton. 325 g/m².

SIZE

44-60, D84-D120

1042PB1052PB



Our working day is defined by your working day, and all our products  
are designed entirely on the basis of  your work, your movements  

and your needs. Naturally, a lot of  this work centres on comfort, smart 
functions and choosing the right material. But if  we were to choose 

one single factor as the most important, the choice is simple. Safety, of  
course. We want you to feel safe and secure in your work, and assured 

in the knowledge that the risk of  accidents is minimised. That’s why we 
manufacture Hi-Vis garments of  the highest quality and why, for the 

same reason, we have now overhauled our range and made it easier than 
ever to find the right products for you and your colleagues. 

Hi-Vis by L.Brador
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Different environments involve different degrees of  risk, and 
so we – and the rest of  the industry – categorise our Hi-Vis 
clothing into three different classes. This makes it easier to 
choose, and easier to know exactly what garment you need.
 We develop and design all of  our Hi-Vis clothing with the 
same eye for detail and quality as other products and, for us, it  
goes without saying that they should be just as stylish, have the 
same good fit and the same smart functions as garments that are  
not Hi-Vis. That they will be equally comfortable is something 
you can also take for granted. Therefore, the majority of  our 
Hi-Vis garments have details made with stretch reflective 
material details from 3M - easily the best reflective material in 
the market. With L.Brador Hi-Vis, you can also be assured of  
long-lasting garments and reflective details that you can trust to 
make you visible – from a long distance, and for a long time.

“If  you can't be seen, then you're not there,” they say. We wouldn’t go that far but, 
on the hand, we know the following to be true: “You can only be seen if  you make 

yourself  visible”. It’s as simple as that. No matter what industry you work in or what 
your working day is like, you are safer when others can see you more easily.

CAN WE HAVE  
YOUR ATTENTION, 

PLEASE?
4
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PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Warm-lined.
• The weave structure ensures a strong garment.
• Wind and waterproof  with good breathability  

and taped seams. 
• Body-hugging fit.
• Extended in the back to keep the lower back 

warm.
• Triple front placket protects the zip against 

wear and tear, gives good wind protection and, 
moreover, protects against water penetration.

• Covered zips to prevent water penetration.
• Adjustable at the waist hem for best fit.
• Adjustable and detachable hood.

MATERIAL AND WEIGHT:

100% polyester. 210 g/m². 3M-reflective material.

CERTIFIED IN COMPLIANCE WITH:

EN 20471, class 3, EN 342.

SIZE

XS-5XL

LINED

430P

REFLECTIVE  
PARTNER:

Make long days easier.
A longer jacket for those who work in really cold and windy 

environments, and who want outerwear that can handle really a 
rough day of  work. This model also meets the very high  

requirements stipulated in the EN standard regarding visibility 
and Hi-Vis clothing. The jacket is designed according to the same 
principle as the rest of  our Hi-Vis collection: with design, details 

and fabrics of  premium quality – and which protect against 
wind, cold and rain.
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L.BRADOR 430P / 189P
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REFLECTIVE  
PARTNER:

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Winter-lined.
• The weave structure ensures a strong garment.
• Wind and waterproof  with taped seams 

and good breathability.
• Double front placket protects the zip against 

wear 
and gives good wind and water protection.

• Adjustable waist for best fit and for 
shutting out the cold.

• Knitted inner cuff with thumb grip at the end.

MATERIAL AND WEIGHT:

100% polyester. 3M reflectors.

CERTIFIED IN COMPLIANCE WITH:

EN 20471, class 3, EN 342.

SIZE

XS-5XL

LINED

210P

REFLECTIVE  
PARTNER:

Short is wonderful.
This jacket has been designed and developed with our users’ 

needs and wishes in mind. Carefully selected features from our 
popular models. The best of  both worlds. And using our popular 

jackets 206P and 430P as the starting points, we have – in our 
eyes – created the optimal mix of  these two. The result is a warm 

and truly durable jacket that protects you against both  
wind and cold – and that ensures good visibility in even the most  

miserable weather conditions.
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PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Good ventilation for maximum wicking.
• Quick-drying.
• Close body fit with a degree of  stretch.

SIZE

XS-5XL

ALTERNATIVE PRODUCT

4002P

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Good ventilation for maximum wicking.
• Quick-drying.
• Close body fit with a degree of  stretch. 
• Short placket with buttons. 

SIZE

XS-3XL

ALTERNATIVE PRODUCT

4003P

413P 406P

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Good ventilation for maximum wicking.
• Quick-drying.
• Close body fit with a degree of  stretch.

SIZE

XS-5XL

ALTERNATIVE PRODUCT

4006P

411P

FUNCTIONAL MATERIAL
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SWEATSHIRTS

4172P4171P
PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Half-high collar with short zip. 
• The sweater has an elastic hem and cuffs. 
• Zipped breast pocket. 

MATERIAL AND WEIGHT:

100% polyester, 240 g/m²

CERTIFIED IN COMPLIANCE WITH:

EN ISO 20471, class 2 in sizes XS-S and  
class 3 in sizes M-3XL. 

SIZE

S-3XL

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Half-high collar with short zip. 
• The sweater has an elastic hem and cuffs. 
• Zipped breast pocket.

MATERIAL AND WEIGHT:

100% polyester, 240 g/m²

CERTIFIED IN COMPLIANCE WITH:

EN ISO 20471, class 1

SIZE

S-3XL
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PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• In polyester with good ventilation and wicking.
• Close body fit with a degree of  stretch.
• Lined with soft fleece. 

SIZE

XS-5XL

ALTERNATIVE PRODUCT

4172P

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• In polyester with good ventilation and wicking.
• Close body fit with a degree of  stretch.
• Inside in soft fleece. 

SIZE

XS-5XL

ALTERNATIVE PRODUCT

4172P

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• In polyester with good ventilation and wicking.
• Body-hugging fit with a certain amount of  stretch for 

good flexibility.
• Panels with black at the bottom to better withstand dirt.

SIZE

XS-3XL

ALTERNATIVE PRODUCT

4171P

416P419P

4162P
PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• In polyester with good ventilation and wicking.
• Close body fit with a degree of  stretch.
• Inside in soft fleece. 

SIZE

XS-5XL

ALTERNATIVE PRODUCT

4172P

697P

FUNCTIONAL MATERIAL
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REFLECTIVE  
PARTNER:

NEW!

SHELL GARMENTS

906P HI-VIS
PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Wind and waterproof  with good breathability 
properties and taped seams. 

• A three-layer fabric, with the outer shell,  
membrane and lining laminated together. 

• Close fit. 
• Extended back to keep the hollow of   

the back warm. 
• Easy access to the trousers' front pockets. 
• Front placket which provides good protection 

against wind and reduces wear on the zip. 
• The jacket has an adjustable hood, as well as an 

adjustable hem and cuffs.

MATERIAL AND WEIGHT:

100% polyester, 200 g/m²

CERTIFIED IN COMPLIANCE WITH:

EN ISO 20471, class 2 in size XS and class 3 in 
sizes S-3XL. EN 343 class 3 3

SIZE

XS-3XL

Prepared for  
the weather.

One day rain, the next cold and windy. Changes in  
the weather demand flexible products which are easy to  

adapt with different layers. As an outer layer, 906P Hi-Vis  
is an incredibly good companion. It can withstand the  

Scandinavian climate, offers a perfect fit and  
gets the job done.
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REFLECTIVE  
PARTNER:

REFLECTIVE  
PARTNER:

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Wind and waterproof  with good breathability 
and taped seams.

• Three-layer fabric, where the outer shell, membrane 
and lining are laminated together, creating a versatile, 
highly-comfortable jacket.

• Close body fit.
• Extended in the back to keep the lower back warm.  

Easy access to the trousers' front pockets.
• Internal front placket providing good wind protection.
• Waterproof  zips.
• Adjustable and detachable hood.
• Fleece-lined inner collar.
• Adjustable at the hem for best fit.

SIZE

XS-3XL

ALTERNATIVE PRODUCT

208PB

909P
PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Made from softshell for a soft and comfortable garment 
with good stretch properties.

• Water-repellent and windproof  with good breathability.
• Close fitting.
• Extended in the back to keep the lower back warm.  

Easy access to the trousers' front pockets.
• Inner material in soft fleece.
• Waterproof  zips.
• Adjustable at the hem for best fit.

SIZE

XS-3XL

ALTERNATIVE PRODUCT

289P

409P

SHELL GARMENTS
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L.BRADOR 117PB / 416P
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HI-VIS STRETCH

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Water and dirt-repellent.
• The weave structure ensures a strong garment.
• Stretch material in the front and front and rear sections 

of  the knee for extremely good movability, comfort and 
ventilation.

• Using stretch material and a narrower fit gives a more 
body-hugging trouser with knee-pads that stay put.

• Pre-shaped knees for a better fit and flexibility.
• Reinforced knee-pad pockets in stretch Kevlar provide 

both good movability and durability.
• Extendible by 5 cm.
• Reinforced hanging pockets.
• Matches the structure and colour of  jacket 425PB, 

203PB and 204PB.
• The reflective panels are pliable, and give a degree  

of  stretch with good breathability as well as greater 
durability as they stand up better against wear and  
tear in the wash.

MATERIAL AND WEIGHT:

80% polyester, 20% cotton. 310 g/m². 

CERTIFIED IN COMPLIANCE WITH

EN ISO 20471, Class 2

SIZE

44-60, D96-D116

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Water and dirt-repellent.
• The weave structure ensures a strong garment.
• Stretch material in the front and front and rear  

sections of  the knee for extremely good movability, 
comfort and ventilation.

• Using stretch material and a narrower fit gives a more 
body-hugging trouser with knee-pads that stay put.

• Pre-shaped knees for a better fit and flexibility.
• Reinforced knee-pad pockets in stretch Kevlar provide 

both good movability and durability.
• Extendible by 5 cm.
• Reinforced hanging pockets.
• Matches the structure and colour of  jackets 425PB, 

203PB, 204PB and 225PB.
• The reflective panels are pliable, and give a degree  

of  stretch with good breathability as well as greater 
durability as they stand up better against wear and  
tear in the wash.

MATERIAL AND WEIGHT:

65% polyester, 35% cotton. 300 g/m².

CERTIFIED IN COMPLIANCE WITH

EN ISO 20471, Class 1

SIZE

44-60, D84-D120

188PB117PB

NEW  
COLOUR

NEW  
COLOUR
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REFLECTIVE  
PARTNER:

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Thin polyester/cotton trouser for  
heavy duty use.

• Certified in compliance with EN20471 class 1.
• Large stretch panels for extremely good  

flexibility and comfort.
• Pre-shaped knees for a better fit 

and flexibility.
• 3M reflective details with high durability which 

are flexible and give a certain degree of  stretch.
• Extendible by 5 cm.

SIZE

46-60, D92-D104

ALTERNATIVE PRODUCT

127PB

1852PB

Faster and more  
versatile throughout the  

working day.
These trousers have been produced for those who frequently move around  

really quickly at work, often at around a hundred kilometers per hour.  
With truck and excavator drivers and other machine operators in mind,  

visibility is kept in focus. The trousers are made of  a thin, cool, lightweight  
and flexible material suited for work in service sectors and for those of   

you who drive for a living. 

HI-VIS STRETCH
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REFLECTIVE  
PARTNER:

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• A strong half-Panama weave in polyester/ 
cotton to give the best durability.

• Stretch material over the seat, front and crotch 
as well as the front and rear sections of  the  
knee for extremely good movability, comfort  
and ventilation.

• Using stretch material and a narrower fit gives 
a more body-hugging trouser with knee-pads 
that stay put.

• 7 mm kneepads included in the trouser for 
cushioning and comfort.

• Ventilation on the inside is regulated by a zip to 
keep the user cool. 

• Pre-shaped knees for a better fit 
and flexibility.

• Reinforced knee-pad pockets in stretch Kevlar 
provide both good movability and durability. 

SIZE

44-60, D84-D120

ALTERNATIVE PRODUCT

127PB

185PB

HI-VIS STRETCH

Be seen, be safe.
With the aim of  improving the working environment for today's 

professional drivers, these trousers were developed in close  
concert with the industry. A journey which resulted in, among 
other things, a strong half-Panama weave in polyester/cotton,  

7 millimetres of  cushioning on the knees and adjustable  
ventilation on the inner thigh for truly great comfort. What's 

more, the reinforced knee-pad pockets in stretch Kevlar provide 
both good movability and extreme durability.
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REFLECTIVE  
PARTNER:

REFLECTIVE  
PARTNER:

HI-VIS

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Water and dirt-repellent. 
• Strong garment due to weave structure. 
• Reinforced knees and thighs for better durability and 

to minimise the risk of  flashing when manoeuvring 
machinery and vehicles. 

• Matches structure and colour of  jacket 203PB and  
winter jacket 203PB, 425PB and winter jacket 204PB.

MATERIAL AND WEIGHT

80% polyester, 20% cotton.  
3M-reflective material. 310 g/m².

CERTIFIED IN COMPLIANCE WITH

EN ISO 20471, class 2

SIZE

C44-C60, D84-D116. Extendable 5 cm.

160PB
PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Pre-shaped knees for a better fit and flexibility. 
• Reinforced hanging pockets and knees. 
• Matches structure and colours of  jacket 200PB.

MATERIAL AND WEIGHT

65% polyester, 35% cotton. 3M-reflex. 300 g/m².

CERTIFIED IN COMPLIANCE WITH

EN ISO 20471, class 1

SIZE

C44-C60, D84-D116. Extendable 5 cm.

128PB
18



REFLECTIVE  
PARTNER:

REFLECTIVE  
PARTNER:

HI-VIS

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Water and dirt repellent. 
• Fold at the back for increased movement. 
• Matches trousers 440PB, 188PB, 117PB, 185PB,  

129PB and 160PB.
• The reflective material is pliable, with an amount of  

stretch and has good breathability and longer service  
life as it better resists wear and tear in the wash. 

• ID-card pockets.

MATERIAL AND WEIGHT

80% polyester, 20% cotton. 310 g/m².

CERTIFIED IN COMPLIANCE WITH

EN ISO 20471, class 2 in sizes XS-S  
and class 3 in sizes M-3XL.

SIZE

XS-3XL

425PB
PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Water and dirt-repellent. 
• Strong garment due to weave structure. 
• Pleated back for increased movability. 
• Double front placket protects the zip against wear and 

gives good wind protection. 
• Matches structure and colour of  trousers 129PB, 160PB, 

440PB, 188PB, 185PB and 117PB.

MATERIAL AND WEIGHT

80% polyester, 20% cotton.  
3M-reflective material. 310 g/m².

CERTIFIED IN COMPLIANCE WITH

EN ISO 20471, class 3.

SIZE

XS-4XL

203PB
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PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Polyurethane-coated polyester jersey material  
for a dry feel. 

• Lightweight, versatile stretch material for a high  
level of  comfort. 

• Watertight with sewn and welded seams. 
• Length 90 cm (size L). 
• ID-card pocket under the right pocket flap.

MATERIAL AND WEIGHT

55% polyester, 45% PU. 3M-reflective material. 170 g/m².

CERTIFIED IN COMPLIANCE WITH

EN 20471, class 3 and EN 343, class 3 2.

SIZE

XS-3XL

903 HI-VIS

HI-VIS

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Polyurethane-coated polyester jersey for a dry feel. 
• Lightweight, versatile material with stretch feature for 

great comfort. 
• Watertight with stitched and welded seams.

MATERIAL AND WEIGHT

55% polyester, 45% PU. 170 g/m².

CERTIFIED IN COMPLIANCE WITH

EN 20471, class 2 and EN 343, class 3 2. 

SIZE

XS-3XL

930 HI-VIS

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Flocked polyester jersey to stay dry. 
• Lightweight and versatile material with pleasant  

stretch material for high comfort.
• Waterproof  with sewn and welded seams.
• Length 125 cm (size L).

MATERIAL AND WEIGHT

55% polyester, 45% PU. 3M reflective material. 170 g/m².

914PU CERTIFIED IN COMPLIANCE WITH

EN 20471, Class 3 and EN 343, Class 3 2.

SIZE

XS-3XL
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L.BRADOR 906P / 188PB
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PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Zip at the front.
• Reflective material on the shoulders for  

increased visibility from above.
• Chest pocket, ID card pocket and holder  

for walkie-talkie.

CERTIFIED IN COMPLIANCE WITH:

EN ISO 20471, Class 2.

SIZE

M/L-XL/2XL

4142P

A reflective waistcoat  
is a reflective waistcoat. 

Or is it?
It certainly is a reflective waistcoat. A waistcoat that reflects 
light. But in this case, we have added a couple of  details that 
make your work both safer and simpler - an ID card pocket,  

a pocket for a walkie-talkie and a handset loop. 

HI-VIS
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PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Simple Hi-Vis waistcoat
• Velcro fastening.

CERTIFIED IN COMPLIANCE WITH:

EN ISO 20471, class 2.

SIZE

One-size

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Simple Hi-Vis waistcoat with black hem.
• Velcro fastening.
• Size adapted.

CERTIFIED IN COMPLIANCE WITH:

EN ISO 20471, class 1 in sizes S-M and class 2 in sizes L-3XL.

SIZE

S-3XL

414P287P

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Hi-Vis waistcoat with zip.
• Size adapted.

CERTIFIED IN COMPLIANCE WITH:

EN ISO 20471, class 3.

SIZE

L, XL

4004P

HI-VIS
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F A B R I C

Different professions and work scenarios require 
different trousers. That's why we've divided our stretch 
work trousers into three ranges: Max, Medium and 
Light. They're all designed to follow the body's natural 
movements, and to suit different types of  work and 
work environment. 
 To achieve this, we work with the best materials 
on the market, Cordura stretch, Kevlar stretch and 
Dyneema. All to give you as a user extreme comfort, 
movability and durability.
 No matter which range of  stretch trousers you 
choose, you can be sure they'll make you feel more 
comfortable at work.
 On the following two spreads we'll guide you to the 
right trousers for your working day.
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1052PB
Stretch trousers 
Craftsman

169PB
Stretch trousers

Floor layer

1050PB MOMENTUM
Full stretch trousers

Craftsman 

1053PB
Stretch shorts

Craftsman

185PB
Stretch trousers

Hi-Vis

184PB
Stretch trousers

Service

Read more about each trouser at www.lbrador.com

Maximised stretch zones with extreme 
durability and flexibility characterise our 
WorkMove™ Max trousers. 4-way stretch 
Cordura front and rear, in the crotch and 

on the calves provides maximum movability.  
Knee-pad pockets with 4-way stretch  

Kevlar for extra durability.

What's more, we have our new full  
stretch trouser 1050PB with knee-pad 

pockets in Dyneema material.
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1042PB
Stretch trousers
Craftsman

1042PB-W
Stretch trousers
Craftswoman

1043PB
Stretch trousers

Painter

104PB
Stretch trousers

Craftsman

1044PB
Stretch trousers

Painter

125PB
Stretch trousers

Craftsman

117PB
Stretch trousers

Hi-Vis

1045PB
Stretch shorts

Painter

188PB
Stretch trousers

Hi-Vis

Read more about each trouser at www.lbrador.com

Stretch trousers in the WorkMove™  
Medium range feature generous stretch 
panels on the front and knees for great 
comfort while working. Front in 4-way 

stretch Cordura and knees in  
4-way stretch Kevlar.
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1842PB 

1842PB-W
Stretch trousers
Service Women

1845PB
Stretch trousers

Service / No-Scratch

1852PB
Stretch trousers

Hi-Vis

1843PB
Stretch trousers

Service / No-Scratch

1844PB
Stretch shorts

Service / No-Scratch

The WorkMove™ Light range features 
stretch trousers in airy, light and slightly 

thinner fabric than the Max and Medium 
ranges. Generous number of  stretch zones 

in 4-way stretch Cordura. Suitable for 
those who work in, for example, service, 

logistics, industry and warehousing, or who 
have particularly high demands on  

movability and comfort.
Stretch trousers
Service

Read more about each trouser at www.lbrador.com
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S T R E T C H  
Y O U R  L I M I T S

1 0 5 0 P B  M O M E N T U M

Try  
something  
new.
The 1050PB Momentum stretch trousers are a 
completely new and exceptionally flexible model 
of  work trousers, combining maximum flexibility 
with extreme durability, and here nothing has 
been left to chance. The main material used in 
the design of  the trousers is Cordura and the knee 
pockets are made from the extremely durable 
stretch material Dyneema. The adjustable waist-
band and the trousers’ articulated knees also give 
the trousers a slimmer fit, which contributes to the 
exceptionally high level of  flexibility.
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F A B R I C

NEW!

1050PB MOMENTUM
PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Full stretch trousers in 4-way stretch  
Cordura for extremely good movability,  
comfort and ventilation. 

• Adjustable waistband in non-stretch material 
for the best fit. 

• Nail pockets, leg pockets and rule pocket in 
non-stretch material. 

• Stretch material and a narrower cut for a 
 trouser with a closer fit and optimum comfort. 

• Pre-shaped knees for a better fit and flexibility. 
• Reinforced knee-pad pockets in Dyneema 

(4-way stretch). 
• Nail pockets with zipped compartment for 

screw bits, for example. 
• Zipped leg pocket for improved safety. 
• Angled mobile phone pocket with magnetic 

clasp to keep your phone in place. 
• Extendible by 5 cm. 

MATERIAL AND WEIGHT:

88% polyamide, 12% elastane, 275 g/m²

SIZE

44-60, D84-D104

The king of  trousers.
1050PB Momentum is made completely from stretch  

material and could be described as the king of  trousers.  
Here we combine maximum movability with extreme  

durability. The trousers are light and flexible, developed in 
close collaboration with our users – and based on high  

standards of  comfort and quality.
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L.BRADOR 1052PB / 9001P / 514UA / 767
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PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Stretch material over the seat, front and  
crotch, as well as the front and rear sections 
of  the knee for extremely good movability, 
comfort and ventilation.

• The use of  stretch material and a narrower  
fit gives a more body-hugging trouser with 
knee-pads that stay put.

• Reinforced knee-pad pockets in stretch Kevlar 
provide both good movability and durability.

• Pre-shaped knees for a better fit 
and flexibility.

• Reinforced hanging pockets with increased 
volume.

• Ventilation on the inside thigh which is 
 controlled with the aid of  a zip, internally  
lined with mesh fabric to keep the user cool.

• On the left leg pocket there is a correctly angled 
phone pocket with a magnetic lock to keep  
the phone protected and in place.

• A strong half-Panama weave in polyester/ 
cotton to give the best durability.

• Extendible by 5 cm.

MATERIAL AND WEIGHT:

65% polyester, 35% cotton. 325 g/m².

SIZE

44-60, D84-D120

1052PB

Premium trouser model. 
The fact that 1052PB is our absolute pride and joy  

when it comes to trousers cannot be emphasised enough.  
Each detail has been thoroughly made - each function,  

each seam. Everything in the right place and made with the 
right quality. Produced and developed in close  

collaboration with people who work in them every day.  
Try foryourself  - we're sure you'll like them.

NEW  
COLOUR
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1053PB
PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Stretch material over the seat, front and crotch, for 
extremely good movability, comfort and ventilation.

• Using stretch material and a narrower fit, a more 
body-hugging short is created.

• Reinforced hanging pockets with increased volume.
• On the left leg pocket there is an angled phone pocket 

with a magnetic lock to keep the phone protected and 
in place.

• A strong half-Panama weave in  polyester/cotton to give 
the best durability. 

MATERIAL AND WEIGHT:

65% polyester, 35% cotton. 335 g/m². 

SIZE

44-60

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Specially designed floor-layer pocket on the right 
thigh reinforced with cut protection in metallic weave to 
protect the user against sharp tools. 

• Reinforced and extra long knee-pad pockets in stretch 
Kevlar provide both good movability and durability.

• Pre-shaped knees with zippers and ventilation at the 
back of  the knees for individual fitting and flexibility.

• Reinforced hanging pockets with increased volume.
• Ventilation on the inside thigh which is controlled with 

the aid of  a zip, internally lined with mesh fabric to keep 
the user cool.

• On the left leg pocket there is an angled phone pocket 
with a magnetic lock to keep the phone protected and 
in place.

• A strong half-Panama weave in polyester/cotton to give 
the best durability.

• Elastic at the leg hem to, for example, keep the trouser 
away from newly-painted floors.

MATERIAL AND WEIGHT:

65% polyester, 35% cotton. 325 g/m².

SIZE

44-60, D84-D120

169PB
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PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• A strong half-Panama weave in polyester/cotton 
to give the best durability.

• Stretch material over the seat, front and crotch, as well 
as the front and rear sections of  the knee for extremely 
good movability, comfort and ventilation.

• Using stretch material and a narrower fit gives a more 
body-hugging trouser.

• Pre-shaped knees for a better fit and flexibility.
• Reinforced knee-pad pockets in stretch Kevlar provide 

both good movability and durability.

MATERIAL AND WEIGHT:

65% polyester, 35% cotton. 260 g/m².

SIZE

44-60, D84-D120 

184PB185PB
PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• A strong half-Panama weave in polyester/cotton 
to give the best durability.

• Stretch material over the seat, front and crotch, as well 
as the front and rear sections of  the knee for extremely 
good movability, comfort and ventilation.

• Using stretch material and a narrower fit gives a more 
body-hugging trouser with knee-pads that stay put.

• 7 mm knee-pads included in the trouser for  
cushioning comfort.

MATERIAL AND WEIGHT:

80% polyester, 20% cotton.  
3M reflective material. 310 g/m².

SIZE

44-60, D84-D120
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ONE MORE FAMILY 
IS HAPPY TO SET 
THE STAGE

The night before the gates of  Summerburst 
Gothenburg open for its 30,000 visitors, we 
meet One More Family at a sun-drenched 
Ullevi. For five days, Anders Claesson, 
together with his colleagues, has made sure 
that signs, entrances, lighting, lounges and 
restaurants follow the theme of  the festival – 
and give the evening just the right setting.
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One More Family’s own journey started at a warehouse in 
Borås just over two years ago. At this warehouse, Anders, 
Fredrik, Kristoffer and Tobias had worked together, 
building up a unique combination of  extensive experience 
from arranging events, construction projects and logistics. 
The result was the company One More Family and today 
they manage logistics and events for numerous major 
brands such as RayBan, Oakley, RedBull, Live Nation 
and Heineken. In an unusually brief  period of  time, they 
have created a name in the industry. And with that, the 
big assignments fall into place. The same weekend as 
the Summerburst festival takes place, they also arrange 
construction activities for the Sweden Rock festival, a 
booth construction for a trade fair on behalf  of  Oakley and 
GoPro in Norway, and an event for RedBull at a football 
tournament at Heden in Gothenburg.
 “The important thing about being able to run projects at 
this level and with this intensity is to work with people and 
with equipment that is of  the highest quality,” says Anders, 
who is today the company’s CEO.
 For the past year, L.Brador has been One More Family’s 
supplier of  Workmove trousers and upper wear. 
 “It is important for us to be able to be flexible in the 
way we dress, when our activities can change so rapidly 
between work indoors and outdoors. And given the  
Scandinavian climate, the weather can turn at any moment.

No matter what time of  day, or what weather we are exposed  
to, we need to be ready by the time visitors arrive. Working 
in clothes that cope with the stress we expose them to and 
that, at the same time, give us the comfort to do that little 
bit extra is incredibly important,” continues Anders. 
 The sun slowly begins to descend down towards the 
western horizon, yet Anders and his colleagues have a few 
hours of  work left before the area is completed and ready 
to receive the festival visitors.
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L.BRADOR 1042PB / 6026P / 5008B / 760
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PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• A strong half-Panama weave in cotton/   
polyester to give the best durability.

• Stretch fabric at the front, across the knees, the 
back of  the knees and over the entirety of  the 
calf  for good mobility, comfort and airflow.

• Using stretch material and a narrower fit gives 
a more body-hugging trouser with knee-pads 
that stay put.

• Pre-shaped knees for a better fit 
and flexibility.

• Reinforced knee-pad pockets in stretch Kevlar 
provide both good movability and durability.

• A somewhat narrower lower leg hem to help 
keep the trousers in position.

• Extendible by 5 cm.
• A refined fit, shape and waist combine to make 

a trouser that sits where it should even during 
extended periods of  work whilst kneeling.

• Reinforced hanging pockets with  
increased volume.

• Ventilation on the inside thigh which is  
controlled with the aid of  a zip, internally lined 
with mesh fabric to keep the user cool.

MATERIAL AND WEIGHT:

65% polyester, 35% cotton. 325 g/m². 

SIZE

44-60, D88-D120

1042PB

A trouser to feel good in. 
Using 1052PB as a prototype, this trouser has been 

developed in a somewhat simpler design, but without 
compromising quality or fit. The stretch material has been 

used somewhat more sparingly and the rear pockets are  
of  a traditional, exterior model. 

NEW  
COLOUR
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PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• A strong half-Panama weave in cotton/polyester  
to give the best durability.

• Stretch fabric at the front, across the knees, the backs 
of  the knees and over the entirety of  the calf  for good 
mobility, comfort and airflow.

• Using stretch material and a narrower fit gives a more 
body-hugging trouser with knee-pads that stay put.

• Pre-shaped knees for a better fit and flexibility.
• Reinforced knee-pad pockets in stretch Kevlar provide 

both good movability and durability.

MATERIAL AND WEIGHT:

65% polyester, 35% cotton. 325 g/m². 

SIZE

34-48

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• A strong half-Panama weave in cotton/polyester 
to give the best durability.

• Stretch material in the front and front and rear sections 
of  the knee for extremely good movability, comfort and 
ventilation.

• Using stretch material and a narrower fit gives a more 
body-hugging trouser with knee-pads that stay put.

• Pre-shaped knees for a better fit and flexibility.
• Reinforced knee-pad pockets in stretch Kevlar provide 

both good movability and durability.

MATERIAL AND WEIGHT:

65% polyester, 35% cotton. 325 g/m².

SIZE

44-60, D96-D120

104PB1042PB-W

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• A strong half-Panama weave in cotton/  
polyester to give the best durability.

• Stretch material in the front and front sections 
of  the knee for extremely good movability, 
comfort and ventilation.

• Using stretch material and a narrower fit gives 
a more body-hugging trouser with knee-pads 
that stay put.

• Pre-shaped knees for a better fit and flexibility.

• Reinforced knee-pad pockets in stretch 
Kevlar provide both good movability  
and durability.

• Reinforced hanging pockets.

MATERIAL AND WEIGHT:

65% polyester, 35% cotton. 325 g/m².

SIZE

44-60

125PB
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L.BRADOR 1043PB / 2003P
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A series in 0502-Y.
Tradition and practicality dictate that painters and brickworkers wear 

white. However, not so much has been said about fit and flexibility, which 
is a little strange considering both professions need room for movement. 

Our series of  painter trousers - full-length, three-quarter-length and 
shorts in the same model - therefore feature generous stretch panels and 

a thin main material, making them light, cool and flexible.

1043PB

1044PB

1045PB
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PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Water and dirt-repellent.
• The weave structure ensures a strong garment.
• Stretch material in the front and front and rear sections 

of  the knee for extremely good movability, comfort and 
ventilation.

• Using stretch material and a narrower fit gives a more 
body-hugging trouser with knee-pads that stay put.

• Pre-shaped knees for a better fit and flexibility.
• Reinforced knee-pad pockets in stretch Kevlar provide 

both good movability and durability.
• Extendible by 5 cm.
• Reinforced hanging pockets.
• Matches the structure and colour of  jacket 425PB, 

203PB and 204PB.
• The reflective panels are pliable, and give a degree  

of  stretch with good breathability as well as greater 
durability as they stand up better against wear and  
tear in the wash.

MATERIAL AND WEIGHT:

80% polyester, 20% cotton. 310 g/m². 

CERTIFIED IN COMPLIANCE WITH

EN ISO 20471, Class 2

SIZE

44-60, D96-D116

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Water and dirt-repellent.
• The weave structure ensures a strong garment.
• Stretch material in the front and front and rear  

sections of  the knee for extremely good movability, 
comfort and ventilation.

• Using stretch material and a narrower fit gives a more 
body-hugging trouser with knee-pads that stay put.

• Pre-shaped knees for a better fit and flexibility.
• Reinforced knee-pad pockets in stretch Kevlar provide 

both good movability and durability.
• Extendible by 5 cm.
• Reinforced hanging pockets.
• Matches the structure and colour of  jackets 425PB, 

203PB, 204PB and 225PB.
• The reflective panels are pliable, and give a degree  

of  stretch with good breathability as well as greater 
durability as they stand up better against wear and  
tear in the wash.

MATERIAL AND WEIGHT:

65% polyester, 35% cotton. 300 g/m².

CERTIFIED IN COMPLIANCE WITH

EN ISO 20471, Class 1

SIZE

44-60, D84-D120

188PB117PB

NEW  
COLOUR

NEW  
COLOUR
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L.BRADOR 117PB / 416P
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L.BRADOR 1842 PB / 6001PS / 5008B / 768
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PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Stretch material over the seat, front and crotch, 
as well as in the front and rear sections of  the 
knee for extremely good movability, comfort 
and ventilation.

• Using stretch material and a narrower fit gives a 
more body-hugging trouser.

• Pre-shaped knees for a better fit and flexibility.
• Extendible by 5 cm.

MATERIAL AND WEIGHT:

65% polyester, 35% cotton. 245 g/m². 

SIZE

44-60, D84-D120

1842PB

Functional trousers  
for working in.

A thin, lightweight and versatile trouser for those working in the 
service sector and for those moving around a lot in their work.  

If  you're looking for a pair of  really comfortable and functional 
trousers – with the right pockets in the right places – this is the 

perfect stretch trouser. With its high quality and really good fit you 
will be able to use 1842PB both frequently and extensively.
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PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Women's fit stretch trousers.
• Stretch material over the seat, front and crotch, as well 

as in the front and rear sections of  the knee for extremely 
good movability, comfort and ventilation.

• Using stretch material and a narrower fit gives a more 
body-hugging trouser.

• Pre-shaped knees for a better fit and flexibility.
• Extendible by 5 cm.

MATERIAL AND WEIGHT:

65% polyester, 35% cotton. 240 g/m². 

SIZE

34-48

1852PB1842PB-W
PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Thin polyester/cotton trouser for heavy duty use.
• Certified in compliance with EN ISO 20471 class 1.
• Large stretch panels for extremely good flexibility  

and comfort.
• Pre-shaped knees for a better fit and flexibility.
• 3M reflective details with high durability which are  

flexible and give a certain degree of  stretch.

SIZE

46-60
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PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Cutter in plastic and metal.

Art. no. Colour

443304070 Black

You've not missed that the legs of  all our trousers can be 
extended by a full 5 centimetres at the hem? That's right, 
so that our trousers fit everyone they have an adjustable 
leg length, and all you need to do to lengthen them is to 

unpick the seam and turn down the hem. 
To help ensure you get a neat result, we offer  

this invaluable tool:

ADJUSTABLE LEG LENGTH 
ON ALL TROUSERS

SEAM CUTTER 899
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PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• The metal detailing is covered and well-protected, which 
prevents the risk of  scratching sensitive surfaces. 

• Stretch material over the seat, front and crotch, as well 
as behind the knees, for extremely good movability, 
comfort and ventilation. 

• Stretch material and a narrower cut for a trouser  
with a closer fit. 

• Pre-shaped knees for a better fit and flexibility. 
• Hanging pockets and knee-pad pockets  

reinforced with Cordura. 
• Extendible by 5 cm.  

MATERIAL AND WEIGHT:

65% polyester, 35% cotton. 240 g/m². 

SIZE

44-60, D96-D116

1844PB1843PB

1845PB

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• The metal detailing is covered and well-protected, which 
prevents the risk of  scratching sensitive surfaces. 

• Stretch material over the seat, front and crotch, as well 
as behind the knees, for extremely good movability, 
comfort and ventilation. 

• Hanging pockets are reinforced with Cordura.

MATERIAL AND WEIGHT:

65% polyester, 35% cotton. 240 g/m². 

SIZE

44-60

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• The metal detailing is covered and  
well-protected, which prevents the risk of  
scratching sensitive surfaces. 

• Stretch material over the seat, front and crotch, 
as well as behind the knees, for extremely good 
movability, comfort and ventilation. 

• Stretch material and a narrower cut for  
a trouser with a closer fit. 

• Pre-shaped knees for a better fit and flexibility. 
• Extendible by 5 cm.

MATERIAL AND WEIGHT:

65% polyester, 35% cotton. 240 g/m². 

SIZE

44-60, D84-D120

NEW  
COLOUR

NEW  
COLOUR

NO-SCRATCH
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DON'T SCRATCH  
THE PAINT.
Things move fast at Börjessons Bil in Alingsås.  
Cars are serviced, engine parts are replaced and 
wheels are balanced. The premises are bright, 
clean and airy, and as of  six months ago everyone 
who works on the cars wears work trousers from 
L.Brador's No-Scratch range.

Gunnar Burman moves comfortably around one 
of  the cars, busy repairing the rear lights.
 "Switching to stretch trousers without visible 
metal detailing means that you no longer have to 
worry about scratching painted surfaces. Now  
we can move around more freely, and there's no 
risk when leaning on or moving against the car," 
says Gunnar. 

Read the full story from Börjessons Bil at lbrador.com

WORKING BEHIND THE SCENES.
The NO-SCRATCH range gathers all our 
trousers with concealed metal detailing. And 
just as the name implies, they have absolutely no 
detailing which can scratch or scrape sensitive 
and delicate surfaces, such as cars, technical 
equipment and freshly painted kitchen cabinets. 
They're certainly useful in many different areas, 
and from our website you can download a 
catalogue full of  tips and products for scenarios 
where you want to avoid scratching things.
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STAY  
ACTIVE.
STAY  
WARM.

 Your underwear and your socks have a couple of  truly 
important tasks. They have to keep you optimally warm, 
and also to transport moisture away from the skin. 
 We offer several variants that all fulfil those exact pur-
poses – but they are all ideal for just the right temperature 
and work. To make it easier for you to choose, we have 
divided our socks and underwear into four categories, or 
levels if  you prefer. 
 All models and variants feature the same high quality 
and carefully selected materials, but with varying degrees 
of  warmth and wicking - from cool with a high level of  
wicking, to really warm and comfortable, with a lesser 
degree of  wicking. 
 The model you choose depends on the type of  work 
you do, your own temperature, the season, how much  
you move about and whether you’re working indoors  
or outdoors.

Being properly clothed for your working day 
is at least as important as having the right 
tools and equipment. And the most crucial 
roles are played by the garments that you 
have closest to your body: your socks and your 
underwear. These hidden clothing heroes  
seldom get much attention, but in fact they are  
almost essential to the way your day ends up.
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WARM

WARM +

ACTIVE

ACTIVE +

Temperature management 
with good moisture transport 
for cooler temperatures

High temperature management  
with moisture transport for very 
cold temperatures

Optimal moisture transport 
to keep body cool and dry for 
highly active work

Optimal moisture transport with 
temperature management for highly 
active work in cooler temperatures

MODELS IN THIS LINE
SOCKS: 757U |  746C,  UNDERWEAR: 731P  |  732P  |  733P

MODELS IN THIS LINE 
SOCKS: 754UB  |  750U,  UNDERWEAR: 730P

MODELS IN THIS LINE 
SOCKS: 741U  |  742U
UNDERWEAR: 712UP  |  716UP  |  717UP  718UP  |  705FR  |  706FR  |  709FR  |  713FR

MODELS IN THIS LINE 
SOCKS: 760UA
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ACTIVE

ACTIVE +

757U746C
PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• CoolMax for the best wicking. 
• Thin quality for use as an inner sock or on  

its own on summer days. 
• Elastic channels and extra air channels for 

 the best comfort and fit.

MATERIAL AND WEIGHT:

80% CoolMax, 17% polyamide, 3% elastane

SIZE

36/39 - 44/47

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Good wicking to keep your feet dry. 
• Thin quality for use as an inner sock or on its  

own on summer days. 
• Merino wool for comfort and a comfortable feel. 
• Seamless toe section for the best fit and feel.

MATERIAL AND WEIGHT:

60% wool, 35% polyamide, 5% elastane

SIZE

36/39 - 44/47

NEW!

750U 754UB
PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Reinforced with polyamide for extra durability. 
• Woollen towelling sole for a soft and  

shock-absorbing effect. 
• Wool for a warm and insulating effect. 
• Advanced machine knitting with air channels and  

extra elastic for the best fit.

MATERIAL AND WEIGHT:

49% wool, 25% acrylic, 23% polyamide, 3% elastane

SIZE

36/39 - 44/47

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Woollen towelling sole for an extra soft and  
shock-absorbing effect. 

• Cotton instep and leg for extra durability. 
• The wool/cotton blend provides a warming  

and insulating effect. 
• Advanced machine knitting with elastic zones  

for the best fit.

MATERIAL AND WEIGHT:

45% wool, 35% cotton, 17% polyamide, 3% elastane

SIZE

36/39 - 44/47
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WARM

WARM +

742U741U
PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Our finest wool keeps the warmth in even on  
the coldest of  days. 

• Felted sole for extreme durability and warmth. 
• Woollen towelling in the entire sock for a soft and 

shock-absorbing effect. 
• Elastane, elastic channels and extra air channels  

for the best comfort and fit.

MATERIAL AND WEIGHT:

70% wool, 27% polyamide, 3% elastane

SIZE

36/39 - 44/47

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• An update of  the classic ribbed sock. 
• Wool/acrylic in thick quality for warmth. 
• Lycra for good comfort and fit.

MATERIAL AND WEIGHT:

50% wool, 38% acrylic, 10% polyamide, 2% elastane

SIZE

36/39 - 44/47

760UA
PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Made of  wool for a warm and insulating effect. 
• Reinforced with polyamide for extra durability. 
• Woollen towelling on the inside for  

extra comfort. 
• Knitted elastic zones for the best fit. 
• Long leg for extra warmth.

NEW!

MATERIAL AND WEIGHT:

60% wool, 20% acrylic, 17% polyamide,  
3% elastane

SIZE

36/39-44/47
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SPORT

758B 756BPL
PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• A good, all-round sock for all kinds of  activities. 
• V-knitted heel and towelling sole for the best comfort. 
• Rib-knitted leg. 2-pack.

MATERIAL AND WEIGHT:

80% cotton, 20% polyamide

SIZE

36/39 - 44/47

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Thin sock with low leg. 
• Advanced machine knitting with elastic zones for the 

best fit. 
• Seamless toe for comfy feel and great durability. 
• Sold in 2-pack with one white and one black sock.

MATERIAL AND WEIGHT:

80% wool, 17% polyamide, 3% elastane

SIZE

36/39 - 44/47
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Display stand with space for undergarments  
on one side and socks on the other.

SALES  
DISPLAY DELUXE

Name Item no.

LBR Sales Display Deluxe 444481185

LBR Top sign Baselayer 444481186

LBR 10 extra pegs 444481187

LBR Top Sign Sock 447000500
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L.BRADOR 732P / 733P / 746C

BASE LAYERS
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ACTIVE

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Body-hugging fit in stretch material gives improved 
movability and a comfortable feel.

• Good ventilation for maximum wicking.
• Optimised seamless knitted zones 

for the best distribution of  body temperature.
• Quick-drying.

MATERIAL AND WEIGHT:

71% polyester, 21% polyamide, 8% elastan.

SIZE

XS-3XL

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Body-hugging fit in stretch material gives improved 
movability and a comfortable feel.

• Good ventilation for maximum wicking.
• Optimised seamless knitted zones 

for the best distribution of  body temperature.
• Quick-drying.

MATERIAL AND WEIGHT:

71% polyester, 21% polyamide, 8% elastan.

SIZE

XS-3XL

733P732P

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Body-hugging fit in stretch material gives im-
proved movability and a comfortable feel.

• Good ventilation for maximum wicking.
• Optimised seamless knitted zones for the best 

distribution of  body temperature.
• Quick-drying.

MATERIAL AND WEIGHT:

71% polyester, 21% polyamide, 8% elastan.

731P
SIZE

XS-3XL
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ACTIVE +

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

•  Set consisting of  round-necked undershirt 
and long-johns.

• Optimal wicking with warming properties for 
high activity work

MATERIAL AND WEIGHT:

100% polyester. 170 g/m².

SIZE

XS-5XL

730P

The right feeling 
all day long.

A comfortable feeling always starts next to the body. With 730P 
you get a complete undergarment with a perfect combination  

of  wicking and warmth. The undergarment is a part of  Active+ 
and  is especially suitable if  you are out and about and getting 

warm when working, and consequently need wicking, but at the 
same time need an undergarment that retains the warmth.

UPDATED  
MODEL
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WARM

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Very soft and pleasant Merino wool for 
maximum warmth.

• Polyester on the inside for the best wicking.
• Reinforced knees.

MATERIAL AND WEIGHT:

50% Merino wool, 50% polyester. 230 g/m².

SIZE

XS-3XL

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Half-high collar with zip.
• Very soft and pleasant Merino wool for 

maximum warmth.
• Polyester on the inside for the best wicking.
• Reinforced elbows and thumb grips.

MATERIAL AND WEIGHT:

50% Merino wool, 50% polyester. 230 g/m².

SIZE

XS-3XL

712UP 716UP
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WARM

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Very soft and pleasant Merino wool for 
maximum warmth.

• Polyester on the inside for the best wicking.
• Reinforced elbows and thumb grips.

MATERIAL AND WEIGHT:

50% Merino wool, 50% polyester. 230 g/m².

SIZE

XS-3XL

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Full body undergarment to primarily keep the  
lower back warm.

• Very soft and pleasant Merino wool for 
maximum warmth.

• Polyester on the inside for the best wicking.
• Reinforced elbows and knees as well as thumb grips. 
• Zip opening at the back.

MATERIAL AND WEIGHT:

50% Merino wool, 50% polyester. 230 g/m².

SIZE

XS-3XL

717UP 718UP
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WARM

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Polo with zip. 
• In Merino wool for highest comfort and 

inherent flame protection. 
• Very soft and pleasant.

MATERIAL AND WEIGHT:

70% Merino wool, 30% Modacrylic (Protex). 225 g/m².

SIZE

XS-3XL

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• In Merino wool for highest comfort and inherent  
flame protection. 

• Very soft and pleasant.

MATERIAL AND WEIGHT:

70% Merino wool, 30% Modacrylic (Protex). 225 g/m².

SIZE

XS-3XL

705FR 706FR
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WARM

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• In Merino wool for highest comfort and inherent flame 
protection. 

• Very soft and pleasant.

MATERIAL AND WEIGHT:

70% Merino wool, 30% Modacrylic (Protex). 225 g/m².

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• In Merino wool for highest comfort and inherent flame 
protection. 

• Very soft and pleasant.

MATERIAL AND WEIGHT:

70% Merino wool, 30% Modacrylic (Protex). 225 g/m².

SIZE

XS-3XL

709FR 713FR
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Winter is not just about work, work, work. It is also a  
time for cool, chilly and icy cold outdoor activities that are all  

much more bearable if  you keep yourself  warm. 
Join the L. Brador Winter Challenge, and win a Thule  

roof  box, filled with hot L. Brador goodies.  
The competition can be found at

WIN A THULE  
ROOF BOX – FILLED WITH  

L. BRADOR GOODIES

LBRADORWINTERCHALLENGE.COM
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L.BRADOR 431P / 190P

Here you will find the essential items your  
wardrobe needs for winter – they keep you warm, 

dry and safe throughout the working day.  
Yes, throughout the entirety of  dark season even.

WARDROBE ESSENTIALS
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JACKETS

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Winter lined. 
• Water- and windtight with good breathability and taped 

seams.
• Double front placket protects the zip against wear and 

gives good wind protection. 
• Rib knitted inside collar for a warm, soft feel. 
• Cordura reinforced at exposed positions for good dura-

bility and wear resistance. 
• Internally quilted at the hem for improved mobility. 
• Adjustable cuffs to retain warmth. 
• Adjustable hem for best fit.

MATERIAL AND WEIGHT

100% nylon. 230 g/m². 

CERTIFIED IN COMPLIANCE WITH

EN 342

SIZE

XS-5XL

206P

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Thermal lining.
• Water repellant and windproof  with good breathability 

and taped seams.
• Cordura reinforcements in exposed areas for durability 

and resistance to wear.
• Knitted inner cuff with thumb loop in sleeve cuff.
• Pre-formed sleeves for good flexibility.
• Triple placket protects the zip from wear, provides  

good wind protection and above all prevents water  
from coming in.

• Extended back to keep lower back warm. 

431P • Adjustable waist and lower hem for 
a better fit. 

• Adjustable and removable hood.

MATERIAL AND WEIGHT

100% polyester. 210 g/m².

SIZE

XS-4XL

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Warm-lined. 
• Wind and watertight with good breathability. 
• Close-fitting. 
• Extended back to keep the hollow warm. 
• Triple front placket protecting the zip from wear, gives 

good wind protection and primarily protection against 
water ingress. 

• Cordura-reinforced exposed parts. 
• Adjustable waist and hem for best fit. 
• Two-way zip. 
• Adjustable and removable hood. 
• Fleece-lined pockets and raised inner fleece-lined collar. 
• Pre-shaped arms. 
• Knitted inner cuffs to protect against wind and cold. 
• Matches structure and colour of  trouser 159P.

MATERIAL AND WEIGHT

100% nylon. 160 g/m².

CERTIFIED IN COMPLIANCE WITH

EN 342.

SIZE

XS-5XL

525P
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JACKETS

2008P2007P
PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• A warm, lightweight jacket. 
• Windproof  and water resistant. 
• The jacket is comprised of  two independent  

layers with the outer layer in a ripstop material for 
greater durability. 

• Elastic cuffs and hem.

MATERIAL AND WEIGHT:

100% polyester, 75 g/m²

SIZE

XS-3XL

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• A warm, lightweight vest. 
• Windproof  and water resistant. 
• The vest is comprised of  two independent layers with the 

outer layer in a ripstop material for greater durability. 
• Elastic cuffs and hem.

MATERIAL AND WEIGHT:

100% polyester, 75 g/m²

SIZE

XS-3XL

2006P
PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Versatile and lightweight jacket in 4-way stretch material. 
• Windproof  and water resistant. 
• Elastic cuffs and hem. 
• Hood with drawstring. 

MATERIAL AND WEIGHT:

92% polyester, 8% elastane, 160 g/m²

SIZE

XS-3XL
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2005U-W/2005U
PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Women's: 2005U-W, Men’s: 2005U
• Swedish-made in felted wool of  the highest quality. 
• Very high comfort as the material helps maintain a 

naturally even temperature and is quick-drying. 
• Wool is a material with unique characteristics. 
• It warms just as well even if  it is damp. 
• Wool has a natural resistance to odours and dirt  

and it often suffices to simply air the garment instead  
of  washing. 

MATERIAL AND WEIGHT:

100% wool

SIZE

XS-2XL

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• 4-way stretch for a good fit and flexibility.
• Breathes and evaporates moisture quickly.
• Soft, pleasant brushed inside for a comfortable feel.
• Reflective edging around the neck.
• Half  zip.
• The perfect top as layer two or three 

if  the weather allows.

MATERIAL AND WEIGHT:

87% polyester, 13% spandex. 240 g/m².

SIZE

XS-3XL

6001PS

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Warm fake fur fibre jacket in a classic design.
• The perfect top as layer two or three 

if  the weather allows.
• Thumb grip and extended back.

MATERIAL AND WEIGHT:

100% polyester, 420g

SIZE

S-3XL

6026P

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Heavyweight polyester/cotton.
• Brushed cotton inside for a more comfortable feel.
• Easy zipper for putting on and taking off.
• Strong cuffs.
• Printed symbol in relief.

MATERIAL AND WEIGHT:

80% cotton / 20% polyester, 360g.

SIZE

XS-3XL

6023PB

SWEATERS
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ACCESSORIES

509P
PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Practical buff/headgear in synthetic material. 
• Use as a hat, scarf  or around your wrist as a sweatband.

MATERIAL AND WEIGHT:

90% polyester, 10% elastane

SIZE

One-size

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Functional hat in double power stretch.

MATERIAL AND WEIGHT:

85% polyester, 15% elastane.

SIZE

One-size

537PE
PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Double-knit stretch.
• Neon-coloured with reflective material label  

for good visibility.

MATERIAL AND WEIGHT:

96% acrylic fabric, 4% elastane.

STORLEK

One-size

5002AE

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Fleece-lined hat that keeps you warm.
• Easy to brand profile.

MATERIAL AND WEIGHT:

95% cotton/5% elastane, 260 g.

SIZE

One-size

5008B
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Here we've gathered this season's new arrivals for  
your working day. Important products which have one 
essential thing in common: they make your day easier  

by offering a good fit, smart functions and a focus  
on details both large and small.

NEW ARRIVALS
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PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Wind and waterproof  with good breathability  
properties and taped seams. 

• A three-layer fabric, with the outer shell,  membrane  
and lining laminated together. 

• Close fit. 
• Extended back to keep the hollow of  the back warm. 
• Easy access to the trousers' front pockets. 
• Front placket which provides good protection against 

wind and reduces wear on the zip. 
• The jacket has an adjustable hood, as well as an  

adjustable hem and cuffs.

MATERIAL AND WEIGHT:

100% polyester, 200 g/m²

CERTIFIED IN COMPLIANCE WITH:

EN ISO 20471, class 2 in size XS and class 3 in sizes 
S-3XL. EN 343 class 3 3

SIZE

XS-3XL

906P HI-VIS 189P
PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Warm-lined.
• The weave structure ensures a strong garment.
• Wind and waterproof  with taped seams. 
• Dirt-repellent. 
• Good breathability. 
• Raised back to keep the hollow of  the back warm.
• Snowlocks at the leg hems. 
• Zip-up cuffs for easier dressing and undressing. 
• Removable braces. 
• The reflectors from 3M guarantee higher durability and 

resist abrasion better during washing. 
• Matches in structure and colour hue as well as certification  

according to EN342 with jacket 430P and 210P

MATERIAL AND WEIGHT:

100% polyester. 3M reflectors

CERTIFIED IN COMPLIANCE WITH:

ENISO20471, Class 2 and EN342

SIZE

XS-3XL
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1050PB MOMENTUM
PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Full stretch trousers in 4-way stretch Cordura for  
extremely good movability, comfort and ventilation. 

• Adjustable waistband in non-stretch material for the best fit. 
• Nail pockets, leg pockets and rule pocket in non-stretch material. 
• Stretch material and a narrower cut for a trouser with a closer 

fit and optimum comfort. 
• Pre-shaped knees for a better fit and flexibility. 
• Reinforced knee-pad pockets in Dyneema (4-way stretch). 
• Nail pockets with zipped compartment for screw  

bits, for example. 
• Zipped leg pocket for improved safety. 
• Angled mobile phone pocket with magnetic clasp to keep 

your phone in place. 
• Extendible by 5 cm. 

MATERIAL AND WEIGHT:

88% polyamide, 12% elastane, 275 g/m²

SIZE

44-60, D84-D104

190P
PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Warm-lined. 
• The weave structure ensures a strong garment. 
• Wind and waterproof  with taped seams. 
• Dirt-repellent. 
• Good breathability. 
• Raised back to keep the hollow of  the back warm. 
• Snowlocks at the leg hems. 
• Zip-up cuffs for easier dressing and undressing. 
• Removable braces

MATERIAL AND WEIGHT:

100% polyester

CERTIFIED IN COMPLIANCE WITH:

EN342

SIZE

XS-3XL
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Behind all our clothes and products lies a very clear concept.  
That they should make your working day safer, more comfortable and more  

functional, and we believe that high quality, good design and smart  
functions always go hand in hand. In this workbook we’ve collected all our  

new items for this year. Here are a few of  our favourites.

This is L. Brador.
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PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• A strong half-Panama weave in cotton/   
polyester to give the best durability.

• Stretch fabric at the front, across the knees, the back 
of  the knees and over the entirety of  the calf  for good 
mobility, comfort and airflow.

• Using stretch material and a narrower fit gives a more 
body-hugging trouser with knee-pads that stay put.

• Pre-shaped knees for a better fit 
and flexibility.

• Reinforced knee-pad pockets in stretch Kevlar provide 
both good movability and durability.

• A somewhat narrower lower leg hem to help keep the 
trousers in position.

• Extendible by 5 cm.
• A refined fit, shape and waist combine to make a 

trouser that sits where it should even during extended 
periods of  work whilst kneeling.

• Reinforced hanging pockets with  
increased volume.

• Ventilation on the inside thigh which is  
controlled with the aid of  a zip, internally lined with 
mesh fabric to keep the user cool.

MATERIAL AND WEIGHT:

65% polyester, 35% cotton. 325 g/m². 

SIZE

44-60, D88-D120

NEW  
COLOUR

NEW  
COLOUR

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Stretch material over the seat, front and  
crotch, as well as the front and rear sections of  the 
knee for extremely good movability, comfort and 
ventilation.

• The use of  stretch material and a narrower  
fit gives a more body-hugging trouser with knee-pads 
that stay put.

• Reinforced knee-pad pockets in stretch Kevlar pro-
vide both good movability and durability.

• Pre-shaped knees for a better fit 
and flexibility.

• Reinforced hanging pockets with increased volume.
• Ventilation on the inside thigh which is  controlled 

with the aid of  a zip, internally  
lined with mesh fabric to keep the user cool.

• On the left leg pocket there is a correctly angled phone 
pocket with a magnetic lock to keep  
the phone protected and in place.

• A strong half-Panama weave in polyester/ 
cotton to give the best durability.

• Extendible by 5 cm.

MATERIAL AND WEIGHT:

65% polyester, 35% cotton. 325 g/m².

SIZE

44-60, D84-D120

1042PB1052PB
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